Mr. P. Pandiyan is the perfect portrayal of
Eminent Entrepreneurship and sets a
model to the society through his life,
attitudes, beliefs and achievements. He is
Founder of Multipurpose Manpower
Agency, and has successfully forged into
the field of hospitality industry as well. He
brings with him 10 years of working
experience in Singapore, 30 years in India
30 overall experience in HR recruiting field
which helped him identify the needs and
expectations of the world-class industry from a committed workforce. Beginning from zero
base, he established an international standard training facility that could cater to such high
expectations and surpass it.

A firm believer in farsighted approach that
anticipates tomorrow's needs today, he
has incorporated the technology angle
completely into his operating procedures.
The result is continuous outflow of wellequipped workforce into countries such as
Singapore, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Dubai,
China, Poland and an increasing list of
business verticals across the globe.

He is the Managing Director of two
Training centers.
One located in
Vedanthangal is entirely for PSA Port &
Marine Industry and another one
located in Kelambakkam is exclusively
to train candidates in Construction,
Ship Building and Ship Repairing
Industry.
The one located in Vedanthangal is
called Mongoose Camps. He is founder
of Mongoose Camps and Campsite is
located at a stone-throw distance from
the well-known Vedanthangal &
Karikili Bird Sanctuaries around 80 km from the heart of Chennai city / 24 km from Chengalpet.

This is a serene 35 Acres mango grove
and farmland with plenty of shady
trees making it an ideal location to
carry out various outdoor activities
and Out Bound Training. This is a
place of the nature, by the nature and
for the nature and one of the best
places to carryout bird watching and
has all basic requisites to be used as a
base camp to carryout ornithology
researches.

He established Annam Grove
Hotels Pvt Ltd (Mantra Koodam 4
Star Property) a top notch Resort
in Kumbakonam and holds the
position of Chairman & Managing
Director.

Mantra Koodam , is a 4 star
Property , traditional resort that
invites One & all to experience
a very unique concept towards
being Eco Friendly , blending
together traditional values, faith
& spirituality of Veppathur. A
very
vibrant
and
fertile
destination in Kumbakonam,
Tanjore District, Tamilnadu,
South India with the ideals of
relaxation & a healthy well
being.

Aksshatta Golden Harvest
LLP is a locally incorporated
Limited Liability Partnership
and is involved in 5 years
manufacturing and trading of
agro products especially in
rice and other food grains.
They export their produces
to Malaysia and Singapore.

They export their produces to
Malaysia and Singapore.

He is the Managing Director of ADP Enterprises Pvt ltd (Real Estate) &He is a partner of P.A.
Land Holdings.

